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CEO’S PERSPECTIVE

Excellence in Community-Based Marine Safety
An update from RCMSAR Chief Executive Officer Pat Quealey

Pat Quealey (centre) meets with members of RCMSAR
Nanaimo and representatives of the Nanaimo Port Authority
during the NPA’s visit to the rescue station.

Happy New Year everyone!
As many of you are aware, we completed 2016 with the publication of our
three-year strategic plan that defines our
new vision: Excellence in CommunityBased Marine Safety. The intent of this
new vision is to explore opportunities
for expanding our support to community-based marine safety initiatives
while maintaining search and rescue as
our core function. As such, our mission
remains saving lives on the water.
Our new vision emerged from the
will of our members and leadership as
we sought input for our future path.
Our comprehensive planning process
revealed a deeply-committed membership, strong leadership at all levels,
supportive partners and a firm foundation based on a decades-long record
of success. In this process we refined
our core values as safety, volunteerism,
professionalism, community and trust.
It was also clear that our mandate
is very much as a supporting agency
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achieved through partnership and
collaboration with the communities of
British Columbia, Indigenous authorities, federal and provincial governments,
industry and other non-governmental
agencies. While RCMSAR is not
legislated in this responsibility, we are a
force for unity and effectiveness across
the community of marine responders.
Our focus for 2017 is on renewing
partnerships and establishing new relationships. Our development areas this
year will include:
• provision of our core marine SAR
function,
• training and education,
• remote community support,
•
environmental response operations, and
•
support to humanitarian operations (i.e., non-SAR specific
taskings that support other
marine safety agencies).
We will also progress our continuous improvement review cycle for

CEO’S PERSPECTIVE
governance, operational effectiveness
assessment, fleet management, safety
and training standards and support to
station administration. These activities
will allow us to transition our focus in
2018 to initiating new program development and new operating capabilities,
and in 2019 to establishing these new
program areas as core operations. In
2019, we will also review and extend
the horizon of our strategic plan out to
2025.
I encourage our readers to explore our
strategic plan and the priorities, goals
and key actions that we will achieve in
the next three years as we strive toward
our vision. You can find the complete
strategic plan here.
I trust that in this and upcoming issues of the Compass, you will
read about how these initiatives are
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progressing. As always, we welcome the
feedback of our members, our partners
and the agencies and communities we
support. Your insights and recommendations help us improve our service
and sharpen and adjust our approach
to achieving our vision of excellence in
community-based marine safety.
Enjoy this issue of the Compass!

RESCUE ROUNDUPS
RESCUE

Station 59 Deep Bay—November 26
Two young canoeists survived the freezing waters of Baynes
Sound thanks to the coordinated efforts of an RCMSAR
Deep Bay crew and a BC Ferries lifeboat. At 11:32 a.m. on
November 26, JRCC paged Station 59 Deep Bay after a
concerned citizen on shore reported two men floating in the
water off Buckley Bay.

As luck would have it, Coxswain Phil Dyke and crew members Larry Highcock and Thomas Hoefle had just finished
conducting a weekly boat check so they were already at base.
By 11:39 a.m. the crew departed base, making their way to
the scene in their dedicated response vessel Mapleguard.
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While in transit, the crew received word that the BC Ferry
Tachek had deployed a lifeboat to assist the canoers. At 11:55
a.m., the Deep Bay crew arrived on scene just as the ferry
lifeboat crew had pulled the two men from the water.
The crew brought the Mapleguard alongside the lifeboat and
transferred the canoeists on board. Both men appeared very
hypothermic—their speech was slurred and they were unable
to move their arms or legs. The Deep Bay crew proceeded to
place them in the Mapleguard’s heated cabin and wrap them
in blankets.
JRCC informed the crew that a BC Ambulance Service
crew would be dispatched to the nearby Buckley Bay Ferry
Terminal, so the crew began transiting to this location. At
12:07 p.m. they arrived at the terminal and after some
manoeuvring were able to dock near the new cable ferry ramp.
At 12:15 p.m. the waiting BC Ambulance crew offloaded the
two men and took them to hospital.
After updating JRCC on the status of the canoeists, the
Deep Bay crew received permission to search for their lost
canoe. They began a parallel search toward Denman Island,
locating both paddles at 12:40 p.m. and the canoe itself at
1:00 p.m. By 1:30 p.m., the crew was back at base.
Thanks to all of the first responders involved in this incident,
both men received timely assistance in a critical situation.

Station 27 Nanaimo—January 9
A clam digging expedition turned into a rescue mission for
RCMSAR’s Nanaimo station after a group of four men and
two women became stranded when their boat drifted away in
the rising tides of the Nanaimo River estuary.
Just after midnight on January 9, JRCC tasked Station 27
Nanaimo to assist after a member of the Snuneymuxw First
Nation (SFN) reported that six individuals who had set out
earlier in the day to dig for clams were overdue.
At 12:22 a.m., Nanaimo Coxswain Bob McCauley and
crew members Steven Cameron and Ken Swain set out in the
station’s dedicated response vessel JC McGregor, while Coxswain Jerry Berry and crew members Michael Davenport and
John Thomson set out in the station’s shallow water vessel GB
Meynell.
Both vessels arrived on scene at 12:37 a.m. The McGregor
crew contacted shore-based RCMP who gave them a good
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Both
women
were very
hypothermic and
unable to
walk
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“This could have had an unfortunate
ending without the co-operation of
all agencies to give the victims every
opportunity for survival.”

bearing to head toward the stranded clam diggers. The crew
also learned that the SFN had sent out a small skiff of their
own to attempt a rescue and that the skiff was in the vicinity
of the clam diggers
The two Nanaimo vessels continued in the direction of the
clam diggers but were forced to stop when they reached a
depth of three feet. The Meynell crew raised one engine and
continued to proceed in very shallow waters toward the clam
diggers.
At 12:44 a.m., the Meynell crew made contact with the SFN
skiff, which had picked up all six of the clam diggers. The
Meynell crew escorted the skiff back to the McGregor, and the
two female passengers were transferred on board while the
remaining male passengers stayed in the skiff.

The McGregor crew quickly evaluated both women and
determined they were both very hypothermic—they were
both very wet and unable to walk without assistance. Both
women were given dry blankets and taken into the McGregor’s
heated cabin to warm up.
The passengers remaining on the skiff asserted that they
were all well and would head back to their home base, so at
12:58 a.m. the Meynell crew escorted the skiff to the Snuneymuwx Beach ramp to ensure their safe return.
Meanwhile the McGregor crew determined that their two
passengers needed further medical attention, so they transited to the Nanaimo Boat Basin Harbour Authority Dock,
arriving at 1:10 a.m. Both passengers were then transferred
to a waiting BC Ambulance Service team and taken to the
Nanaimo Regional General Hospital.
The McGregor and Meynell crews both stood down at this
point, arriving back at base at 1:22 a.m. Thanks to the excellent teamwork that characterized this mission, the outcome
was a happy one. In the words of Coxswain McCauley, “This
could have had an unfortunate ending without the co-operation of all agencies to give the victims every opportunity for
survival.”
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A training exercise turned into a rescue mission for a Ladysmith crew after an injured hiker became trapped on a narrow
waterside ledge.
While training in local waters on the morning of January
11, RCMSAR Station 29 Ladysmith Coxswain Ian Kelly
and crew members Russ Carrick, Carol-Ann Kjartanson, Jeff
Motley and John Oakes received a tasking from JRCC to
assist a hiker who had fallen down an embankment to the
water's edge in Dodd Narrows and was immobile with leg,
arm and head injuries.
The crew immediately departed in their dedicated response
vessel Community Spirit. En route to the scene, JRCC tasked
the crew to pick up two Emergency Health Services paramedics at nearby Boat Harbour. The crew arrived at the
harbour at 11:09 a.m. and were redirected to the Cedar boat

ramp, which they reached 15 minutes later. The two paramedics and their equipment were brought on board and the
Community Spirit began transiting to Dodd Narrows, followed by the Coast Guard hovercraft Siyay.

Crews found the hiker lying on a
narrow ledge near the water at the
bottom of a steep, ice-covered rock
embankment below the trail.
The Siyay, which served as on-scene commander, tasked the
Ladysmith crew to put the paramedics and their equipment
on shore near the hiker and then back out to allow the hovercraft to dock and take the hiker on board. Both vessels arrived

Photo: Russell McNeil

Station 29 Ladysmith—January 11
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on scene at 11:30 a.m. to find the hiker lying on a narrow
ledge near the water at the bottom of a steep, ice-covered rock
embankment approximately 12 feet below the trail.
The Ladysmith crew put in on shore adjacent to the ledge
and helped the paramedics ashore with their equipment to
assist the hiker, who in addition to her casualties appeared
cold and wet. The paramedics and a local fire rescue technician who was also on scene packaged the hiker onto the
stretcher and determined with the Siyay that she would be
transported on board the Community Spirit.
At 11:40 a.m. the Ladysmith crew brought the hiker and
the paramedics aboard their vessel and departed for the Cedar
boat ramp, preceded by the Siyay. Both vessels arrived at the
boat ramp at 11:50 a.m. and the Siyay crew assisted with the
transfer of the hiker from the vessel to the shore. The paramedics then transferred her via ambulance to the Nanaimo
Regional General Hospital and the Ladysmith and Siyay
crews debriefed before standing down and returning to their
respective bases.

Station 60 Comox—January 6
Comox station members rushed into action recently after
receiving reports of a capsized kayaker in frigid Comox
Harbour.
At 11:35 on January 6, JRCC tasked Station 60 Comox to
assist after multiple people called 911 to report a man struggling in the water below St. Joseph’s General Hospital.

Coxswain Duane Gee and crew members Donald Behan,
Garry Brown and Andrew Rice departed base at 11:54 a.m.
in the station’s shallow draft dedicated response vessel Paul
Giles, which they chose for this mission because of the kayaker’s reported proximity to shore.
Crew members Fred Cameron, Richard Leach and Lawrence Vea also attended the incident and offered to serve as
ground crew in case the kayaker was able to swim ashore and
needed their help.
While en route to the kayaker’s last known position the
Paul Giles crew received an update from JRCC—the kayaker
was now separated from his kayak about 180 metres off the
beach. The crew proceeded to the scene, shutting down and
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lifting their starboard engine and raising their port engine to
reduce any chance of prop damage in the increasingly shallow
water.
At 12:00 p.m. the Comox ground crew spotted the kayak
and the man in the water and directed the Paul Giles toward
the scene via VHF radio. The Paul Giles crew spotted the
kayak at 12:04 p.m. When they were about 200 metres from
it they spotted the man floating on his back about 50 metres
closer to shore abeam of the vessel.
Although conditions were difficult (depth of 1.3 metres
with strong winds blowing the vessel toward shore) the
crew approached the man and called to him, but received no
response. They quickly recovered the man from the water and
brought him aboard the Paul Giles. The man was unresponsive
and a quick assessment determined he was not breathing so

a crew member immediately began chest compressions while
the vessel sped to the boat launch at Comox Marina.
The crew contacted JRCC on their way back and reported
on the man’s condition, requesting that an ambulance meet
them at the marina; they continued with chest compressions,
hoping for a response. The crew arrived at the boat launch
dock at 12:08 p.m., where firefighters met them and took over
administering first aid. The ambulance crew arrived minutes
later and transferred the patient to hospital.

“All crew members performed their
roles safely, quickly and efficiently in a
very difficult situation.”

Image: Chek News

Sadly, Comox Valley RCMP later reported that the man
did not survive, despite the Comox crews’ outstanding
efforts. In the words of Coxswain Gee, “I am very proud of
the professionalism and response of the RCMSAR 60 crew
members who attended this tasking. All performed their roles
safely, quickly and efficiently in a very difficult situation given
the sea conditions and tasking. They should all be proud of
the contributions they made even if the final outcome wasn’t
the best result.”
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Crew Member of the Month: Dugal Purdie
RCMSAR Station 1 West Vancouver’s Dugal Purdie is February’s Crew Member of the Month.
Training and Achievements:
•
•

SARNav-1&2 (simulator) training, rigid hull inflatable operator training,
60-ton, incident command and station trainer courses
coxswain, crew member, station administrator

From Station 1 Coxswain Hugh Kelsey:
For the last 10 years, Dugal Purdie has played an extraordinary role in the development of our station and the region. Over Dugal’s nearly eight-year reign as station
leader, the station grew from a crew of 10 with only the (recently retired) boat and
shed at West Vancouver Yacht Club, to over 40 crew, a new physical station and
two top-notch Falkins-class vessels.
His vision has helped participation in RCMSAR’s Lower Mainland-based
SAREx grow from five stations to over 20, with over 150 individuals taking part in
the 2016 event. He also played a major role in the regional rebranding process as a
member of the rebranding committee.
Thank you Dugal for all you have done for Station 1 and RCMSAR!

986
hours
sea time
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109
SAR missions

361
training
exercises

153
classroom
sessions

BRAVO ZULU

Kitkatla Crew Receives Commander’s Award
The RCMSAR Kitkatla crew has received the Search and Rescue
Region Commander’s “Bravo Zulu” award for conduct of the highest
calibre during a May 2016 rescue of seven people from a crashed float
plane. “BZ” is a naval signal meaning “well done”.
In a ceremony in Kitkatla, Major Justin Olsen (below, centre) of the
Joint Rescue Coordination Centre presented the award from RearAdmiral Art McDonald, Commander of the Search and Rescue Region,
recognizing the station’s achievement in responding quickly and effectively to the crash. After the plane crashed and flipped on landing, the
RCMSAR crew responded immediately and found several people struggling to get out of the aircraft. One woman was in particular difficulty

but, with the crew’s coaching and assistance, was able to free the
entanglements and get clear of the plane. Within nine minutes of being
notified of the crash all seven people were rescued and taken to the local
nursing station for treatment. The community came together to secure
the plane and limit any pollution damage.
CEO Pat Quealey (below, centre) also attended the ceremony in Kitkatla to present the RCMSAR award for one of the top three missions
of 2016.
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IN MEMORY

SAR Memorial to be Unveiled at BC Legislative Buildings in March
British Columbia’s search and rescue volunteers will unveil a memorial to their fallen at
the grounds of the BC Legislative Buildings
on March 2. The monument will be located
near similar memorials for BC’s police, fire
and ambulance personnel. It will honour
marine, air and ground SAR volunteers who
died in the line of duty and serve as a permanent reminder of the contribution of SAR

volunteers to public safety. The names of two
RCMSAR members are being inscribed on
the memorial: Angie Nemeth and Beatrice
Sorensen, who died during training in 2012.
The project is a joint initiative by RCMSAR,
the BC Search and Rescue Association
(representing ground SAR) and PEP Air
(representing aviation volunteers). The approximately $103,000 cost is being shared by the
three organizations.
“Our members fundraised for this important
memorial by selling raffle tickets and soliciting
individual donations,” said CEO Pat Quealey.
“The raffle and donations raised $18,000—a
wonderful result. The remainder of our
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contribution is being covered by RCMSAR
headquarters.”
The winning raffle ticket belonged to the
team at RCMSAR Campbell River. The
prize is a ride aboard a miniature submarine
courtesy of Aquatica Submarines and Subsea
Technologies.
The SAR Memorial Committee has worked
closely with Mortimer’s Monumental Works
of Victoria in the design of the memorial
which features black and grey polished granite.
The memorial will be unveiled at noon on
March 2. All RCMSAR members are invited
to the ceremony. Watch for further details
closer to the date.

Training Together to

Save Lives

On November 26, crews from RCMSAR stations 60 Comox and 61 Pender Harbour
took part in a joint training exercise based out of the Coast Guard’s Powell River
station. Station 60 crew member Andrew Rice shares his take on the day’s events.
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We were to
meet in Powell
River at 9:00 a.m.
The crew from RCMSAR Station 60 Comox
left at 7:30 in the morning and included two
newly-certified coxswains, two crew that just
completed SARNav-1 and one member who
will be going to SARNav-1 this spring.
On the 45-minute transit to Powell River
we stopped to see two grey whales gorging
themselves on a fish feed near Cape Lazo.
When we arrived at the dock we were
greeted by a member of the Coast Guard’s
Powell River station, who drove us down the
road to the station, where we joined a crew
from RCMSAR Station 61 Pender Harbour. At the Powell River station we were

introduced to the on-duty crew and had a
great presentation from Canadian Coast
Guard (CCG) Search and Rescue Program
Officer Geoff Denman. Geoff travels to different CCG lifeboat stations and organizes
SAR exercises with RCMSAR and the CCG
to help develop joint coordination between
both agencies. The presentation explained the
Canadian SAR system and Maritime Search
and Rescue Co-ordinator Paul Tasker talked
about the coordination of the Joint Rescue
Coordination Centre ( JRCC) and how they
interact with the agencies. It was a great
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presentation and added to our understanding
of the way JRCC operates.
After lunch Paul and Geoff left ahead of
us in the Powell River station’s fast response
vessel and told us to assemble and stand by.
The mission would be taking place in the area
of Jervis Inlet. The crew on the CCG fast
response vessel would act as Victoria Coast
Guard Radio and the CCG lifeboat Cape
Caution would be the on-scene commander.
RCMSAR 60 and 61 were to be on the water
“training” when the call came over the VHF.
As we made the transit of over 10 nautical
miles down toward Jervis Inlet from Powell

TRAINING
River the call came over the radio. The limited
information at the time was that a 40-foot
fishing boat was taking on water and the crew
was preparing to abandon ship near the location of Nelson Island at the mouth of Jervis
Inlet. On-scene commander Cape Caution
dispatched us out with Station 61 to search
the southern part of the inlet while Station 60
searched along the northern part of the inlet.
As both stations began our shoreline and
area searches we gained some more information: the boat had sunk and the crew were
going to be inside an orange life raft. Onscene commander Cape Caution told us to be
on the lookout for debris. Shortly after we
learned that an EPIRB had been initiated and
the location was near where Station 61 was
searching. We were then told to cross to the
southern part of the inlet and head down the
shoreline and search for anything else leading
to the location of the sunken vessel or crew.
These waters were new to our crew as it is
outside our area of responsibility but with the
aid of our chart plotter, radar and the skills
we had learned from SARNav-1 we were able
to direct the boat around the group of small
islands safely and effectively.
While Station 61 was tending to the life
raft we located a dinghy on one of the small
islands with a dummy on the beach. We
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dropped off a shore party with a spine board
and spider straps to secure the dummy and
prepare to bring it back onto Station 60’s
vessel. Once on board Station 61 secured the
dinghy and the exercise was completed.

The scenario that was
prepared by Coast
Guard made the
exercise very realistic,
tested a broad range
of our skills and
definitely kept us on
our toes!
The props and the scenario that was prepared by CCG made the exercise very realistic,
tested a broad range of our skills and definitely
kept us on our toes!
After the exercise we rafted up around the
Cape Caution and had a group debrief. The
main message from CCG was very positive
and they are excited to work with RCMSAR
and very much appreciate our skills and

training and investments in our vessels.
Geoff ’s main objective is to build relationships
with CCG lifeboat stations and their surrounding RCMSAR stations and have many
more interagency SAR exercises on a regular
basis.
Having a direct representative from JRCC
allowed us more insight into the rescue system
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and how to interact to ensure the best outcomes for our taskings and missions.
Following the debrief, the Station 61 crew
headed south back to their station while Station 60 made the 35 mile trip back to Comox.
Many thanks to Geoff and everyone else
involved in coordinating this valuable exercise!

TRAINING

Joint Training Comes to the Island
The French Creek Coast Guard station welcomed RCMSAR crews from Halfmoon Bay and Deep
Bay for a joint training exercise
By Rick Jamison, Crew Member & Media Liaison, RCMSAR Station 59 Deep Bay
RCMSAR stations 12 Halfmoon Bay and
59 Deep Bay participated with the Canadian
Coast Guard in a joint training exercise on
November 19. The event took place at the
CCG French Creek Lifeboat Station near
Parksville.

The event strengthened relationships between local RCMSAR
and CCG members
The purpose of the event was to demonstrate
the ability to have effective communications
and interoperability between RCMSAR
vessels, Coast Guard, the Joint Rescue Coordination Centre, the on-scene commander and
Marine Communications and Traffic Services
during marine emergencies.

Members of stations 12 and 59 brought their rescue vessels to the CCG French Creek Lifeboat Station to participate in a joint training exercise.
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Specific objectives included confirming the ability of on-water participants to work under an incident command structure, developing a team
approach to marine SAR, reviewing the federal SAR system and where each organization fits in and better understanding the assets and capabilities
of each organization.
The event also strengthened relationships between local RCMSAR and CCG members who work cooperatively to fulfill objectives whenever
tasked by JRCC. The ability to interact and get to know each other better throughout a day of continuing education definitely will contribute to onwater effectiveness during future operations.

Station 59 Leader Lorne Erickson, Deputy Leader Larry Highcock, and
Safety Officer Tom Hoefle (l to r) were among the participants in the
joint training exercise.

RCMSAR volunteers from Deep Bay and Halfmoon Bay gathered for the classroom session, and were joined by Station 59 colleagues from Lasqueti
Island who participated remotely via Google Hangouts.
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What’s New in Training and Exercises
Joint Training Exercises
There have been three RCMSAR/Coast Guard joint training exercises over the past few months. The exercises, which
are coordinated by Coast Guard Search and Rescue Program
Officer Geoff Denman, typically consist of both classroom
training and an on-water SAR exercise.
RCMSAR crews from our Halfmoon Bay and Deep Bay
stations trained with crews from the Coast Guard’s French
Creek Lifeboat Station, while crews from Comox and Pender
Harbour trained with crews from the Coast Guard’s Powell
River Lifeboat Station. The third exercise involved members
from RCMSAR’s Campbell River station co-crewing aboard
the 47-foot lifeboat at the Coast Guard’s Campbell River
Lifeboat Station.
These exercises are an excellent opportunity for crew members to gain both SAR skills and knowledge and to work
cooperatively with first responders from other SAR agencies.
For more on these exercises, please see the stories starting on
page 14.

Safety and Training Board Update
The Safety and Training Board (STB) has implemented a
“GAR Risk Assessment” tool that will be utilized by all stations and conducted at the beginning of on-water training or
missions before the boat departs. Crews on-water will again
use this tool to re-evaluate their training evolution or mission

objectives if the scenario changes. It does not replace SAP
(stop, assess, plan) but is an additional tool for coxswains and
crew to use to more fully evaluate our crew and vessel safety.
GAR stands for “Green, Amber, Red”. This exact model
was developed by the US Coast Guard and is used each time
crews head out on the water. The KNRM in the Netherlands
also has adopted it successfully.
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Training at the Coast
Guard’s Campbell River
Lifeboat Station, December 3

TRAINING UPDATE
When a station gets familiar with the program the whole GAR Risk Assessment should
take no longer than 30 seconds or a minute to
complete.
The STB rolled out the GAR Risk Assessment tool to all stations in early January and
is looking forward to receiving station-level
feedback on how this tool has affected how
crews approach and evaluate both training and
SAR missions.

Training Standards
Development
In July 2016, Mark Oliver took on the
short-term role of RCMSAR’s regional
standards officer. As Mark’s project
concludes he leaves his position with
a few words for the membership:
I consider myself very fortunate
for the opportunity to work here
at RCMSAR headquarters, getting
to know the truly dedicated and
professional staff and meeting many wonderful volunteers. I only have to
look at a British Columbia chart to appreciate the immense responsibility
RCMSAR is tasked with providing. Your dedication to this organization goes
largely unnoticed by the public until they desperately need you and that is
when you’re at your finest.
I hope I have provided some value to the organization in assisting with
scheduling critical incident stress management courses for this year, revising
the crew orientation package and new crew standards along with a revised
Safety Management System under the RCMSAR branding. If adopted, I hope
these amended documents will benefit both stations and members alike.
I would also like to take this opportunity to congratulate all members on
your long overdue memorial for search and rescue volunteers in our beautiful
province, soon to be unveiled at the BC Legislature. The memorial is a solemn
reminder to always take care of each other.
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Saanich Station Welcomes New Type I Vessel
By Doug Alderson, Training Officer, Station 36 Saanich
It was a chilly December afternoon. Recent gale-force winds and snowfalls had delayed the much-anticipated launch of the new dedicated
response vessel (DRV) for RCMSAR Station 36 Saanich, but a fair day
finally did come.
Station 36’s old DRV was due for a mid-life refit and the engines
were in middle age. After a good deal of discussion among members,

the prospect of obtaining a new Type I DRV felt like a real possibility.
With the encouragement of RCMSAR HQ, the process to purchase
a new DRV began. It was very fortunate that Titan Boats had already
been contracted to build four boats and the fourth one was due to enter
production. Saanich Marine Rescue was in a good financial position
and was ready to jump at the opportunity.
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Alistair Duncan and Bruce Falkins were the RCMSAR management
team representatives for the build. The efficiency of the build process
was made possible by their familiarity with the boat specifications
and detailed knowledge of a myriad of small and large improvements
implemented since the first boat was built. I was the designated station representative to work with Alistair and Bruce, supervising the
build and inspecting the work. I found it a great benefit to be able to
drop into the boatyard every few weeks to gain an understanding of the
boat from the inside out. It was my task to keep the station informed
throughout the entire process.
The new DRV is a sophisticated and purpose-built SAR boat. Once
on the water, the six-hour crew familiarization continued to be an
important first step. In the first six days of ownership, we ran four days
of training with two three-hour sessions each day. We have had crew
members in the water to experience re-entering the boat unassisted.
Some wore dry suits, while others who wore floater suits had no complaints—it was sort of a go-big or go-home kind of party.
It will be a bit longer before the crews are ready to put the new Jack
Simpson III into service. I am confident that crews will be safer, the boat
will be more effective and those who call for our help will be very well
served.
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BOATING SAFETY

What’s New in SAR Prevention
By Cathy Dupuis, SAR Prevention Manager
Welcome to 2017, RCMSAR members!
In September, RCMSAR Station 60 Comox participated in the 2016
REXSPO, 19 Wing Comox’s annual recreation exhibition and community day. The event is filled with demonstrations and activities from
different organizations from around the community and is an opportunity to advertise SAR prevention and RCMSAR’s roles on the west
coast. The day also presents a great recruiting opportunity for Station
60 as it is geared toward serving and retired military and defence team

members as well as members of the community. A big thank you to Rob
Allam, Peter Bolton, Jonathan Grabb, Roch Massicotte and Jared Wilde
for spending the day and securing a few new recruits!
Bobbie the Safety Boat has been very active this year visiting many
schools and talking to kids about being safe on the water. I know many
members have spent a number of hours developing the curriculum and
making preparations for these great visits.
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Station 106 Shuswap has had a very busy year and I am proud to
share with you a few photos and stories but first I want to thank Shuswap Lifeboat Society President Bruce Weicker for getting photos and
keeping me updated.
To start, we are very proud of Station 106 for being awarded the
Sicamous & District Chamber of Commerce Community Service
award for 2016. Congratulations to all station members for this honour!
To date, Station 106 has installed Kids Don’t Float stations at the
Sicamous boat launch, the Canoe Beach Boat Launch in Salmon Arm
and at Shuswap Lake Provincial Park. Thank you Bruce, Rob Sutherland and all the members of Station 106!
If you haven’t already, please take a look at their website:
rcmsar106.ca. The site is extremely well done with great boating information that helps their community stay safe on the water. Be sure to
take a few minutes and check out their video library for both inspirational information on who they are and what they do as well as proof of
all the fun they have at community events!
That’s my tales for today. In the next issue, I would love to share any
station-level boating safety event stories, but if you don’t put it on a
SAR prevention activity report, I don’t know it happened.
Stay warm and stay safe!

Top right: BC Parks Area Supervisor Mike Rowden and Shuswap Community
Foundation Director Ralph Secreto with the new installation on Shuswap Lake
Right: Station 106 Deputy Station Leader Pat Gau and City of Salmon Arm Manager
of Roads and Parks Rob Hein at Canoe Beach
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ADMINISTRATION UPDATE
Fundraising Committee Update

Keeping Members Informed

2017 brings with it many new initiatives focusing on regional fundraising. Recent efforts saw a great number of stations and their members
invest their time and energy toward the very impressive objective of
funding RCMSAR’s portion of the search and rescue memorial, to be
unveiled on the grounds of the BC Legislative Buildings in March.
We have also formed a committee to investigate and initiate best
practices in regional fundraising with support from a broad range of the
stations. While our numbers at this time are few, the enthusiasm is great.
We welcome all those within stations and associations that would like
to contribute to achievement of regional financial independence.
Please feel free to contact fundraising committee co-chair Jane
Maisonville-Phillips at jane@maciconventions.com if you would like to
participate.

Did you know you can keep up with the
latest management information by logging in to the SAR Management System
(SMS)?
You can read minutes of station leader
teleconferences that cover a wide range of
topics. Look under Operations at the top of
your SMS dashboard.
You can view various management presentations, such as the CEO’s
presentation to the annual general meeting. You can find them under
the Documents tab.
You can also search for back issues of the Compass, see the latest
minutes of the Safety and Training Board, read the RCMSAR Policy
Manual and bylaws, and check out the media handbook.
December 2016:
Members of RCMSAR
Station 2 North
Vancouver and the
North Shore Lifeboat
Society received a
community gaming
grant totalling
$99,800 from North
Shore MLAs Jane
Thornthwaite, Ralph
Sultan, Jordan
Sturdy and Naomi
Yamamoto.
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FINAL IMAGES

In Our Communities

Photo: Jurgen Pokrandt

Many RCMSAR stations kept busy over the holiday season participating in parades, festivals and
polar bear swims. Here are a few images from some of these amazing community events.

Clockwise from top left: Station 5
Crescent Beach crew at White Rock’s
Polar Bear Plunge; stations 33 Oak Bay
and 35 Victoria in Santa’s Light Parade;
view from Station 2 North Vancouver’s
vessel at the Deep Cove Penguin
Plunge; Station 1 West Vancouver’s
Type I vessel in mid-December
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FINAL IMAGES
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Clockwise from top left: Station 12
Halfmoon Bay crew at the Sechelt Polar
Bear Swim; Station 2 North Vancouver
crew at the Deep Cove Penguin Plunge;
RCMSAR display at the White Rock
Polar Bear Plunge; members from
stations 33 Oak Bay and 35 Victoria at
Santa’s Light Parade.
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RESCUE

Boat wise and street smart—the new line of high
quality RCMSAR apparel brings it all together!
Our new partner, Out of the Blue Designs, offers
RCMSAR members a new and improved selection of
high quality branded apparel plus much faster delivery
times.
From business casual to tough foul weather gear, you
will look great in RCMSAR clothing. Check out our
new catalog and watch for new products and an online
ordering tool soon.
To order today, just fill out the form at the back of the
catalog and email it to clothing@rcmsar.com.
Orders will go directly to Out of the Blue Designs.

Royal Canadian Marine
Search & Rescue
Day Missions

20

Night Missions

December 2016 Stats
RCM-SAR Stations

15

Vessels

87 = Mission Hours
351 = Exercise Hours
480 = Training Hours

By Day of Week

Monday:

6

Tuesday:

1

Wednesday:

918 Total Hours

...........

Volunteer Time:

........
........
........
........
........
....

Members

12

Thursday:

2

Friday:

5

Saturday:

7

Sunday:

2

35
77
1121

Missions
People
Assisted

35

16

..................................................................................................................................................
facebook.com/rcmsar

twitter.com/rcm_sar

www.RCMSAR.com

RESCUE

If you would like to support RCMSAR, please send your donation and the form below to:
Royal Canadian Marine Search and Rescue
6040 East Sooke Road, Sooke BC V9Z 0Z7
Thank you for helping save lives on the water!
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